
HURLEY 1XI v Little Kingshill – 25th  August 2012 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Illyas b Kornish 74 

D Simoes lbw Hashmi 45 

R Brown c Zahid b Latif 62 

T Balchin Not Out 16 

V Bhagwani c Parry b Kornish 7 

M Cole Not Out 13 1x6 

J Evans 

D Day  

P Todd 

A Swift 

 Extras 18 

 Total 235-4 

 

LITTLE KINGSHILL 
K Hashmi c Cole b Ridgeway 0 

D Kornish c Ridgeway b Brown 1 

A Parry c Day b Cole 26 

F Latif b Ridgeway 9 

I Illyas c Day b Cole 36 

M Shahid b Cole 2 

M Zahid c Brown b Ridgeway 15 

M Salet c Todd b Ridgeway 33 

G Hashmi Not out 1 

L Ceasar Not Out 0 

 Extras 18 

 Total 141-8 

 

R Brown 15-4-54-1 D Simoes 1-0-3-0 

P Ridgeway 11-3-26-4 

V Bhagwani 3-1-12-0 

M Cole  8-0-29-3 

 

With resources again scarce and the inevitable lost toss, Hurley relied heavily on their top 6 scoring the 

weight of runs. Phil Ridgeway (74) and Dave Simoes (45) duly obliged with an opening stand of 102 in 

26 overs before the slow deliberate finger of umpire Mansell sent back the diminutive Simoes lbw. 

Skipper Ross Brown (62) joined Ridgeway and these two plundered a stand of 58 in twelve overs 

despite a slow outfield after lunchtime showers. Ridgeway sliced to fly slip off the bowling of Dave 

Kornish (2-43) pressing the accelerator but Brown continued in imperious style as a further 50 was 

added with Trevor Balchin (16not) before Brown fell in the deep. Some big hitting from Mike Cole 

(13not) allowed Hurley to close their innings on 235-4 from 52 overs just as a heavy shower passed over 

the ground and lasted most of tea.  

 

A delayed resumption and thunder rolling either side of the ground meant 10 overs lost to the Little 

Kingshill reply but they must have been more startled than Prince Harry reading the morning papers to 

find themselves 15-3 after 9 overs. Ridgeway (4-26) opened the bowling with the old ball and his 

second delivery turned and had K Hashmi caught at slip. Ridgeway then took a fine low catch at slip 

off the bowling of Brown (1-54) to remove Kornish, and then Ridgeway bowled Latif through the gate. 

Skipper Andy Parry (26) and Ifan Illyas (36) restored some balance with a 4th wicket of 55 before Mike 

Cole’s somewhat erratic radar found the outside of Parry’s bat and was well taken by keeper Day. 

Cole (3-29) then removed Shahid and Illyas in successive overs, Illyas receiving appreciative applause 

for walking for a fine catch behind. The visitors were wobbling on 95-6 with 11 overs remaining. Zahid 

(15) and Salet (33) then seemed intent on carving the bowling to all parts and were ably supported 

by some woeful catching by Hurley who dropped 4 chances. Phil Ridgeway then removed both 

batsmen in the 35th to sucker catches at long on and long off leaving the last pair of Hashmi and 

Ceasar to see off the last 3 overs with dull defence. 

 



MotM : Phil Ridgeway 

 


